Girls

Boys

Plaid jumper or culottes (must be purchased through the
uniform company only-School Belles)

Navy or khaki or black uniform shorts (shorts must be long
enough to reach the bottom of the student’s fingertips with their
hands at their sides) and pants

Solid navy jumper
Navy or khaki or black uniform shorts (shorts must be long
enough to reach the bottom of the student’s fingertips with
their hands at their sides) pants or skorts. Girls may wear
leggings under jumper or skort.

(Not permitted are cargo style, corduroy, pants of color, denim,
low cut, hip-huggers, baggy, saggy style, tight fitting or legging
style pants or joggers)

(Not permitted are cargo style, corduroy, pants of color,
denim, low cut, hip-huggers, baggy, saggy style, tight fitting
or legging style pants or joggers)
White or navy uniform shirts or blouses (must have collars)

White or navy uniform shirts or blouses (must have collars)

(Not permitted are large logo designs, lace or cut outs or
appliques of any kind)

(Not permitted are large logo designs, lace or cut outs or
appliques of any kind)

White or navy turtlenecks are permitted

White or navy turtlenecks are permitted

Navy cardigan uniform sweaters or Madonna logo sweatshirt
with a polo underneath
Jacket and hooded tops or “hoodies” are not permitted.
They may be worn as outerwear but must be placed in
lockers upon arrival at school. Only 8th grade may wear their
“specially designed” hoodies, except for on Mass days.

Navy cardigan uniform sweaters or Madonna logo sweatshirts
with a polo underneath.
Jacket and hooded tops or “hoodies” are not permitted. They
may be worn as outerwear but must be placed in lockers upon
arrival at school. Only 8th grade may wear their “specially
designed” hoodies, except for on Mass days.

Outerwear/outdoor clothing is not permitted once classes
begin.

Outerwear/outdoor clothing is not permitted once classes begin.

Students are permitted to wear the athletic jacket purchased
through Sparkles by Shell.

Students are permitted to wear the athletic jacket purchased
through Sparkles by Shell.

Socks must be worn at all times.

Socks must be worn at all times.

Shoes should not be platforms, clogs, sandals or flip flops or
crocs.
Boots are permitted from November 1-April 1.
Gym Days: Navy or white Madonna logo T-shirts (Spirit
wear is not permitted) are to be worn on gym days. Gym
uniforms also include plain or Madonna logo navy or black
shorts or sweatpants and tennis shoes. Shorts must be an
acceptable length (as deemed by the principal) and t-shirts
should not be tied, or rubber banded and should cover mid
drift-sit below natural waistline.

Shoes should not be platforms, clogs, sandals or flip flops or
crocs.
Boots are permitted from November 1-April 1.
Gym Days: Navy or white Madonna logo T-shirts (Spirit wear is
not permitted) are to be worn on gym days. Gym uniforms also
include plain or Madonna logo navy or black shorts or
sweatpants and tennis shoes. Shorts must be an acceptable
length (as deemed by the principal) and t-shirts should not be
tied, or rubber banded and should cover mid drift-sit below
natural waistline.

